
CRITICAL REFLECTION

“ARCHITECTURE IS HOW THE PERSON PLACES HERSELF IN THE SPACE,” SAID
Zaha Hadid, the trailblazing architect who died last month of a heart attack at 65 years 

old. Hadid was the first woman, and Muslim, to win the Pritzker Prize. She was also a bril-

liant painter, and her two disciplines bolstered each other. Hadid had the remarkable ability 

to bring the fragmented, gravity-defying structures depicted in her paintings into the phys-

ical world. She carefully considered her viewers’ movements around and within a build-

ing, sculpting spaces and orchestrating forced perspectives that brought the transcendent 

experience of a bird’s eye view to the street level. For Hadid, walls could be as pliable as 

pigment—or ideas. Santa Fe artist Tom Miller shapes thought into architecture as well, albeit 

with a starker set of building blocks. 

In Set to Topple and Equivalent Architecture, Miller’s first exhibition with James Kelly 

Contemporary, the artist divides the space using tiered stacks of cement blocks and other 

architectural elements. Some of the sculptures look as though Miller surgically excised 

them from buildings, while others read like scaled-down models of monumental fortifi-

cations. Set to Topple, the show’s largest work, comprises three separate walls of black 

painted cinderblocks that unify into a dark barrier upon approach. On a wooden platform 

before the walls, a small, inky obelisk stands like a guard tower. The work is only about 

waist-high at its tallest point, and entering its vicinity feels like a nervous encounter with a 

Carl Andre sculpture. Are we meant to step onto the platform, or vault the wall? 

On the other side of the blockade, a forest of wooden beams braces against the 

bare gray backs of the loose blocks. This adjoining structure may serve as a support, but 

its very existence makes the wall seem newly precarious. At the show’s opening, the 

narrow passage behind Set to Topple became a gauntlet for visitors in the vein of Robert 

Morris’s more voluminous sculptures. As feet swung past the beams, the piece’s title start-

ed to seem like a grim guarantee. The other low-lying sculptures scattered throughout 

the space make even touchier obstacles. The swing of a purse might decapitate White 

Wall’s plywood crown, and even a soft misstep could knock the solitary support of Door 

Propped askew. Every piece hides an integral secret that could lead to its own downfall. 

In the show’s press materials, Miller suggests that the black and white fields of his 

sculptures refer to opposing concepts. The bare gray concrete exposes details and weak-

nesses in structure, just as a middle ground can reveal the logical or moral fallacies of ex-

treme ideologies. Even in our current moment of extraordinary political polarity, Miller’s 

color coding is a bit gauche. Better to let the duplicitous and self-destructive tendencies 

of these works do the conceptual heavy lifting. This is a room full of booby traps, and 

their astutely designed flaws make for complex contemporary metaphors. For example, 

Set to Topple’s obelisk could be a reference to the century-old obelisks that line the United 

States-Mexico border. They are sharp symbols for our nation’s enduring battles over border 

security and immigration. The debate over domestic privacy, the effects of modern technol-

ogy on communication, and recent geopolitical turmoil are all potential subjects of this body 

of work. 

The exhibition’s floor sculptures push viewers toward the gallery walls, where a series 

of mixed-media works rounds out the show. Connected Corrugated Panels is a plywood, 

resin, paint, and graphite wall hanging that mimics steel. An untitled work on paper with a 

creamy palette could be a simple group of lines—or a depiction of ghostly support beams 

from a lateral perspective. The Block Wall series of acrylic paintings flattens black, white, 

or gray stacks of bricks against matching backgrounds. These works are unyielding barriers: 

we can’t step into the compositions to search for tricks. Even so, the experience of the 

sculptures makes it impossible not to dream up unseen perils hiding past the corners of their 

frames. This room full of stumbling blocks sends the imagination careening in stimulating 

new directions.

—JordAn eddy
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